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Abstract—In the pure model-driven view of software engineering, models are the sole artifacts to be created and maintained and executable source code is entirely generated from the models. However, due to the variety of modern platforms and the complexity of capturing them correctly in models, this vision has not yet been fully realized. In this paper, we propose an approach that allows combining high-level models with low-level code into an executable system. The approach is based on two modeling languages, one presenting a common abstraction of modeling and programming languages, and the other allowing to express the bridge between the model and code. We illustrate our approach using a running example of an invoicing system for which the business logic requirements are captured by an executable model and the requirements on the graphical user interface are directly mocked up using a GUI designer tool that generates Java code.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the pure model-driven view of software engineering [1] a system is represented by a set of models from which the full code can be generated. However, due to the variety of modern platforms and the complexity of capturing them in models, this vision has not yet been fully realized. As a consequence, researchers start to explore alternative solutions where models and code co-exist to represent a system [2]. A main concern of such solutions is the techniques to integrate models with code to obtain a fully functioning system.

We explore in this paper an approach to this integration problem based on two new modeling languages. More specifically, the following particular scenario will be considered where the business logic requirements of a system are captured abstractly by a high-level executable model and the requirements on the graphical user interface are directly mocked up using a visual GUI designer tool that generates Java code. Our approach results in a set of models from which code can be generated which, together with the GUI code, constitutes a fully functioning system. Development and maintenance of the models and code can be realized in a globalized setting, with members of a geographically distributed team each being in charge of a respective part and collaboratively contributing to the construction of the overall system.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) shares a common vision with us by advocating the separation of Platform Independent Models (PIMs) that document business functionality of a system from technology-specific code [3]. Following MDA, such a vision is achieved by augmenting a PIM with a Platform Model (PM) and mapping them to a Platform Specific Model (PSM). However, the practicability of MDA is hindered by the complexity of real platforms which makes it rather difficult to ensure the correctness of PMs. Moreover, the MDA approach also differs from ours in the sense that it attempts to model the entire system in a platform-independent manner while we only capture real platform independent information (e.g., the business logic) in models while leaving platform dependent information (e.g., the graphical user interface) in code and combine them together to reach an entire system.

Integrating artifacts from heterogeneous sources is an active field of research. Various techniques have been proposed to integrate heterogeneous artifacts, being software components (e.g., [4], [5]), web services (e.g., [6]), enterprise applications (e.g., [7]), software models (e.g., [8], [9], [10]), and languages (e.g., [11], [12], [13]), just to name a few. The combined set of integration techniques available in the literature covers different levels of abstraction. However, a single technique that bridges artifacts from two different levels of abstraction, i.e., models and code in our case, is still - to the best of our knowledge - under-researched.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II we present the overall approach; in Sect. III we introduce our bridging mechanism and we illustrate it using a running example in Sect. IV; finally, we discuss the advantages and limitations of our work and present ideas for future work in Sect. V. The work presented in this paper is based on [14].

II. APPROACH OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the vision of our approach. Suppose a globalized setting of the development and maintenance team. A member (e.g., in China) gathers requirements on the business logic of the target system and captures them in the form of a model. Another member (e.g., in Australia) elicits requirements on the graphical user interface of the target system and designs them in a GUI designer which generates GUI code. Wrapper models are automatically generated on both sites to represent abstractions of the business logic model and the GUI code respectively. These wrapper models provide input to a third member (located e.g., in Germany) who keeps track of the requirements on the connection behavior between the business logic and the user interface, and specifies them in a bridge model. No hand-written glue code is necessary in
our approach in order to obtain a fully functioning application system. Instead, the business logic model and the bridge model will have the property that we can generate code from them which, together with the existing GUI code, constitutes a fully functioning software system.

The main challenge to realize our approach was the elaboration of the Wrapper and Bridge Languages in which the wrapper models and the bridge model are expressed. In essence, the Wrapper Language presents a common abstraction of object-oriented languages that support the event-driven paradigm, e.g., Java, UML, by generalizing notions that are relevant for integration and exposing them in an uniform interface. The uniform interface is then used by the Bridge Language to create bridge models between wrapper models. A bridge model specifies a set of connections, each of which links a source to a set of targets, to capture event propagation from one side (e.g., the business logic) to the other side (e.g., the GUI) and vice-versa.

The application of our approach requires adapting the candidate languages to be integrated. Briefly, it amounts to simply identifying concepts in the candidate languages which are relevant for expressing the integration bridges and categorizing them according to the notions exposed in the uniform interface. The adaptation is done at the language level and applies to all the artifacts written in the language.

We present our approach in more detail in the next sections using a running example. In this example, an executable modeling language called EP [15], [16], [17] is used to represent the business logic of the software system, and the graphical user interface of the system is directly prototyped in a GUI editor ¹ which generates Java code. We illustrate how the two languages, i.e., EP and Java, are adapted using the Wrapper Language and how connections can be specified in the Bridge Language to integrate the business logic model and the GUI Java code.

¹https://www.eclipse.org/windowbuilder/
behavior of an object of the class that modifies the state of a system; and events signal the occurrence of something to an object of the class.

Events occurring on one side of the integration can be monitored and reacted to by actions on the other side of the integration to effect state change. Such a propagation pattern is supported by the Bridge Language (as depicted in the lower part of Figure 2) in the form of a Connection that monitors the occurrence of a Source and triggers several Targets in response. A connection is defined in the context of the system state to which it applies. In object-oriented systems, such a state is often captured by an object graph that states how many objects exist and how they are linked. We let connections maintain access to all the root objects in the graph. Two types of sources (given as two subclasses of Source) are considered: EventSource denotes events occurring on objects, e.g., an operation is executed on an object or the value of a property of an object is updated; and InstanceCreation denotes creation of new objects of a class. Similarly, we also consider two types of targets: apart from InstanceCreation, the second subclass OperationTarget denotes operation executions on objects to effect state change. Note that for EventSource (resp. OperationTarget), in addition to the identified Event (resp. the Operation), it is also required to designate the object on which the event occurs (resp. on which the operation is executed). Such an object is located by a Path starting from a root object, followed by a sequence of PropertyCalls.

Two types of ends on each side together give rise to four types of connections: (1) Event-Operation Connection are useful to capture scenarios such as a button-click on the GUI side triggering the change-of-state of an object on the business logic side; (2) Instance-Operation Connection are useful to capture scenarios such as the value-update of a property of an object on the business logic side triggering the creation of a new message dialog to be shown on the GUI side; and (4) Instance-Instance Connections are useful to capture scenarios such as the creation of the root business logic object upon system initialization triggering the creation of the main window on the GUI side.

**IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: AN INVOICING SYSTEM**

We illustrate our approach by applying it to the case study of an invoicing system proposed by Henri Habrias. We include in the following an excerpt of its informal description. Formal specifications of this case study can be found in [19].

The subject is to invoice orders. To invoice is to change the state of an order (to change it from the state “pending” to “invoiced”). On an order, we have one and only one reference to an ordered product of a certain quantity. The quantity can be different from other orders. The same reference can be ordered on several different orders. The state of the order will be changed into “invoiced” if the ordered quantity is either less than or equal to the quantity which is in stock according to the reference of the ordered product.

The application of our approach involves the following four steps: (1) adaptation of source languages; (2) generation of wrapper models; (3) specification of bridge model; and (4) code generation. We demonstrate these steps in the following sections.
A. Step 1: Source Language Adaptation

This step entails wrapping the two source languages to reveal a uniform appearance that is aligned with the abstraction captured in the Wrapper Language. Figure 3 summarizes the adaptation of both the two languages.

The first source language is EP (as depicted on the left side of Figure 3), which is used to model the business logic of the invoicing system. EP is object-oriented (where objects are created from EPClasses), supports the event-driven paradigm (with the notion of EPEvent), and follows the CQS principle (where an EPQuery is side-effect free, and an EPEvent modifies the values of an EPProperty via its ImpactEdges). Moreover, it offers many other advantages. Firstly, EP allows to express both the structure and behavior of a system. Secondly, EP has a small size compared to other executable modeling languages such as UML [20]. Thirdly, a code generator exists for EP to generate Java code from EP models, which, together with the code generated from the wrapper and bridge models in Step 4, and the GUI code generated by WindowBuilder, constitutes the complete collection of source code of the invoicing system.

Thanks to the proper alignment to the Wrapper language, the adaptation of EP is straightforward. Without surprise, an EPClass is a Class; both an EPProperty and an EPQuery can act as a Property to retrieve objects from an object graph; and finally, an EPEvent plays the dual roles as an Operation and an Event.

The second source language is Java, or more precisely the part of Java that follows the JavaBean convention [21] (as depicted on the right side of Figure 3). The GUI designer generates GUI code in this format. Java is object-oriented and through the JavaBean convention, it also supports event-driven programming. However, the QCS principle is not natively followed by Java. Analysis techniques such as [22] need to be exploited to distinguish query methods (Accessor) from state changing ones (Mutator). Moreover, according to the JavaBean convention, all fields should be associated with a getter and a setter method.

The adaptation of Java is also intuitive. A JavaBeanClass is a Class; a JavaBeanEvent is an Event; a JavaBeanProperty is also an event because following the JavaBean convention, a JavaBean property fires a “PropertyChangeEvent” when its value changes; an Accessor acts as a kind of query Property; and finally, a Mutator denotes an Operation whose execution effects state change. Note that there is no need to let JavaBeanProperty be a subclass of Property any more because of the existence of an associated getter method of the property, following the JavaBean convention.

B. Step 2: Wrapper Models

Figure 4 shows how the invoicing system should be realized by applying our approach. The business logic is modeled in EP (bottom right). The dashed arrows connecting EP events visualizes how events are propagated through an EP model. Event propagation can be guarded with firing conditions. For example, the occurrence of the invoice event of an order either triggers simultaneously the setState event of the order and the setStock event of the product being ordered if the stock is sufficient, or triggers the invoiceFailed event of the order otherwise.

The wrapper model on the business logic side (middle right of Figure 4) is simply the EP model itself, but with all the connectable instances identified. An instance is connectable if it can be type converted to an instance of a concept of the Wrapper Language, following the subclass relations specified in Figure 3. The set of connectable instances constitutes an
interface that the EP model exposes to the connections to be specified in the bridge model (in Step 3). On the contrary, instances that are not connectable (with white background) are not accessible.

The GUI is designed in WindowBuilder and generated in Java (bottom left of Figure 4). The wrapper model on the GUI side (middle left) needs a bit of extra work, because the source is code. Firstly, a static analysis is performed on the Java code to detect instances of classes characterized in the Java metamodel (right side of Figure 3) and to construct a corresponding Java model. Briefly, for each class in the code, the analyzer creates a JavaBeanClass instance in the model; for each field, a JavaBeanProperty instance; for each method, either a Mutator or an Accessor instance depending on the nature of the method; and finally, for each pair of an event listener and a handler method, a JavaBeanEvent instance. We mark an instance of the generated Java model and the corresponding code snippet with the same number in Figure 4 to demonstrate the correlation. Secondly, the generated Java model is wrapped up to expose all the connectable instances in it, similarly to the EP model.

**C. Step 3: Bridge Model**

The business logic side and the GUI side are now ready to be integrated. For the case study, the bridge model consists of 15 connections [14]. For lack of space, we here only present one of the connections in detail, which implements the function of invoicing an order. This connection listens to the clicking of the “invoice” button on the GUI side and reacts accordingly by changing the state of the currently selected order on the business logic side. The modeler works at the concrete syntax level. With the tool support, it simply amounts to choosing the source from the GUI side and connecting it to the target from the business logic side. Meanwhile, the number of the order to be invoiced (which is the one that is currently selected in GUI) is extracted and passed on as a parameter to trigger the target operation. The corresponding bridge model in abstract syntax format (top of Figure 4) is generated by the tool. It interfaces with the two wrapper models generated in the previous step. The source end designates the mouseClicked event of the “invoice” button (located by the path mainWindow.orderListPanel.invoiceButton), and the target end designates executing the invoiceOrder EP event (which is an instance of Operation) of the system object.

**D. Step 4: Code Generation**

Three code generators are involved (see diagram in Figure 1): the first one comes from EP and generates code from the business logic model; the second one comes from WindowBuilder and generates code from the GUI designed in
WindowBuilder; the third one is implemented in this work and generates code from the bridge model (which imports the two wrapper models). Putting the generated code from the three sources together constitutes the invoicing system.

Both the EP code generator and the WindowBuilder code generator take Java as the target platform. As a consequence, our generator also produces Java code. More specifically, the target platform of the third code generator is Java plus aspect-oriented programming (AOP) support 2, due to the problem that Java does not natively create event notifications for object creation. Therefore, to implement the second type of connection sources, i.e., InstanceCreation defined in the Bridge Language in Figure 2, we exploit AOP to introduce the missing notification behavior. For all classes that offer instance creation as a source of a connection in the bridge model, aspect code is also generated together with the code generated for the class. The aspect intercepts object creation of the corresponding class and inject advice code to trigger the targets of all the connections that have instance creation of this class as source, following a dispatcher pattern.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Interest in Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) has been rising over the last few years, and its peak is not reached yet. Using models to create software systems allows to raise the level of abstraction. We propose a mechanism in which a bridge is created between abstract models and concrete code. We find such an approach to have advantages over a purely model-driven scenario because platform dependent information (e.g., graphical user interfaces) is often better captured using platform specific notations than abstract models. With the help of platform specific tools such as a visual GUI designer and code generators, our approach requires no hand-written code during the development of a software system. Such a result is nicely aligned with the coding-free vision of MDSD and meanwhile overcomes the inability of abstract models when confronted with platform specificities. Moreover, our approach also surpasses hand-coding solutions especially when multiple platforms are targeted.

In its current state, we see the following directions to further improve our work. Firstly, tooling needs to improve to support the entire vision illustrated in Figure 4. As a proof of concept, it suffices to simply rely on the editors generated in the Eclipse Modeling Framework from the Ecore models of the Wrapper and the Bridge languages. However, a well designed concrete syntax and tool support will further boost the applicability of our approach and maximize its benefit. Secondly, a more thorough validation needs to be done using additional case studies to cover different combinations of source modeling and programming languages apart from EP and Java. Example of candidate languages include UML, C#, C++, etc. Thirdly, the Wrapper and Bridge languages need formal semantics to enable mathematical proofs of properties of our approach such as the correctness of the code generator.
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